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In this paper, we study an m-location, n-courier, priority-based planning problem on a network, which
we refer to as the Courier Planning Problem (CPP). The CPP arises on a daily basis in the context of
planning the transportation of materials and personnel in peacetime for the Turkish Armed Forces. The
main issue addressed in CPP is to transport as many of deliverables as possible from their origins to their
destinations via a fleet of transportation assets (couriers) that operate at fixed routes and schedules.
Priorities must be taken into account and constraints on the routes, operating schedules, and capacities
of the transportation assets must be obeyed. Time windows may be specified for some or all
transportation requests and must be satisfied. We study the CPP as well as its two extensions, and
present integer programming formulations based on the multi-commodity flow structure. The
formulations are tested on real world-based data and display satisfactory computational performance.
Our main contributions are to develop an effective formulation scheme for a complicated large-scale real
world problem and to demonstrate that such problems are solvable via commercial general purpose
solvers through meticulous modelling.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study a problem that arises on a daily
basis in the context of planning the transportation of
materials and personnel in peacetime for the Turkish
Armed Forces. The number of transportation requests
received is generally in the range of 50–100 per day. The
types of commodities that need to be transported may
include basic supplies, equipment, spare parts, ammuni-
tion, weapon systems, military personnel, etc. A transpor-
tation request may be associated with more than one
commodity type, but these items are considered as a bundle
and handled as a single item. There are priorities assigned
to items based on such factors as the type of the item, the
urgency required of the delivery, and the rank of the
commanding officer originating the request. The items
must be transported from various origins to various
destinations by means of a set of transportation assets
that operate at fixed routes and schedules. While the
available means of transportation may include trains,
trucks, boats, cargo planes, and helicopters in general, the
Turkish Armed Forces prefer to use cargo planes as the
principal means of transportation for reasons of security.
The routes and operating schedules of the transportation
assets to be used during the year are decided by each
service (the army, the navy, and the air force) and remain
essentially fixed throughout the year. These transportation
assets are referred to as couriers by the Turkish Armed
Forces. Even though the term ‘courier’ generally refers to a
person transporting items of small size (official documents,
messages, etc), it is used in this context in a broader sense
to refer to a transportation asset of any kind that operates
on a regular basis on a given route to transport items
of any kind provided that item-carrier compatibility
and capacity limits on volume, weight, and number of
passengers are observed. We refer to this problem as the
Courier Planning Problem (CPP).
1.1. The existing practice
In the existing practice, a military unit that has a need to
have an item or personnel transported from its home base
to a specified destination files a service request for a specific
courier whose route includes stopover locations accessible
to the sending and receiving military units. Service requests
must give sufficient details on the priority, type, dimen-
sions, and loading/unloading requirements of the item.
Any features that require special handling must also be
specified. Service requests are accepted within a designated
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time window that ends a number of days prior to the
scheduled departures of each courier. When the time
window for receiving service requests for a given courier is
closed, the service requests are sorted in decreasing order of
priorities and ties are ordered in descending order of item
weights. Loads are accepted starting from the top of the
priority list until the capacity limit is reached. All other
service requests are rejected. Owners of accepted service
requests are given instructions as to when, where, and in
what condition their loads must be made available for
loading. Owners of rejected service requests are also
notified and may file a new service request for a subsequent
departure of the same courier or some other courier.
The data for transportation requests include source and
destination locations, time windows for departures and
arrivals, weights and volumes of items to be delivered,
number of accompanying passengers (if any), and priority
values. If a certain transportation asset is not suitable for
the delivery of an item, this is specified as an additional
restriction. The data for the service structure consist of a
list of transportation assets, their types, origins, stopover
points, destinations, and scheduled times of arrivals and
departures en route. The transient times at visited locations
en route are large enough to include times for loading,
unloading, refuelling, and resting as necessary. A weight,
volume, and passenger capacity is specified for each
transportation asset.
In the existing practice, each service request is made to a
specific courier of the sender’s choice and risks rejection if
competing items for the same courier fill the capacity. No
transhipments are allowed between couriers. If there is no
courier to deliver an item from its origin to its final
destination, the sender does a preliminary study to find a
way of breaking down the routing of the item into a
sequence of courier routes, each associated with a specific
courier, and files a separate request for each portion of the
delivery in successive planning periods. Securing and
storing the item between courier transfers in different
planning is the responsibility of the sending unit. This
situation can be improved by allowing an item to begin its
journey by one of a number of alternative couriers each
accessible to the military unit that sends the item. Further
and more significant improvement can be achieved if
transhipment between couriers is allowed in the same
planning period. This permits items to begin their journeys
in one courier and end in a different courier. There may be
more than one courier exchange along the way. Such
exchanges must be carefully planned to make sure that off-
loading and on-loading be done in a well coordinated
manner without causing disruptions on the courier routes
and schedules. The objective is to maximize the number of
requests accepted, honouring the priorities. Other varia-
tions of the problem that demand attention are the option
of minimizing the total cost of the delivery without giving
up on the maximum amount delivered and the option of
skipping some stops if there are no items to be loaded or
unloaded at those locations. This is particularly important
for delivery via cargo planes to avoid unnecessary landing
and take-off.
To give some perspective to the problem, the main issue
addressed in CPP is to transport as many of deliverables as
possible from their origins to their destinations via a fleet of
transportation assets (couriers) that operate at fixed routes
and schedules. Priorities must be taken into account and
constraints on the routes, operating schedules, and
capacities of the transportation assets must be obeyed.
Time windows may be specified for some or all transporta-
tion requests and must be satisfied. We are not aware of
any studies that directly deal with CPP or a similarly
structured problem in the literature. In what follows, we
briefly review the related studies in the literature.
1.2. Related studies in the literature
For the special case of a single courier, CPP reduces to a
multi-dimensional 0–1 knapsack problem (Fréville, 2004)
that seeks to assign as many items to the courier as possible
without exceeding its volume, weight, and personnel
capacities. It is well known that the feasibility form of
the 0–1 knapsack problem is NP-Complete (Garey and
Johnson, 1979) implying that the feasibility form of the
CPP is NP-Complete even if there is a single courier with
one type of capacity restriction. The case of multiple
couriers is considerably more complicated. In this case, the
allocation of items to couriers must be done so that the
capacity restrictions on weight, volume, and personnel are
honoured separately for each courier. Items must be
transported from various sources to various destinations
and this gives a multi-commodity flow feature to the
problem. A problem in the literature that shares the multi-
commodity features of CPP is the Unsplittable Flow
Problem (UFP) introduced by Kleinberg (1996). The
predecessors of UFP are the well known Maximum Flow
Problem (Fulkerson and Dantzig, 1955; Ford and Fulk-
erson 1956) and the Multi-commodity Maximum Flow
Problem (Grinold, 1968, 1969). Flows in predecessor
problems are continuous variables whereas flows in UFP
are binary variables corresponding to multiple commod-
ities each of which can be accepted or rejected. If a
commodity is accepted, then it must be routed from its
source to its destination using a single path. There are
profits associated with accepting each commodity and the
objective is to maximize the total profit. The feasibility
form of the UFP is NP-Complete as it is a generalization of
the well known Maximum Disjoint Paths Problem (Karp,
1975). The UFP arises in telecommunication networks,
particularly for bandwidth allocation. Due to the nature of
such networks, existing studies on UFP focus on fast
approximation algorithms. This approach has been stu-
died, among others, by Kolliopoulos and Stein (1997),
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Guruswami et al (2003), Baveja and Srinivasan (2000), and
Kolman and Scheideler (2006). Baveja and Srinivasan
(2000) present an integer programming formulation for the
UFP that involves path variables, but have not attempted
to solve it to optimality. The authors have used the linear
programming relaxation of their model as a basis for an
approximation algorithm. To our knowledge, no study
that solves UFP to optimality has been published. CPP
differs from UFP in that issues related to fixed routes and
schedules of couriers, time windows, and knapsack type
capacity constraints that are relevant in CPP are absent in
UFP. If present, priorities in UFP can be implicitly
handled by incorporating them into the profits.
A second class of problems related to CPP is the class of
Vehicle Routing Problems (VRP) in which one or more
vehicles departing from a depot must serve customers at
various locations by visiting them once along their journeys
and returning eventually to the depot. CPP differs from
VRP in that the routes and schedules of vehicles are given
in CPP while they are determined by the model solution in
VRP. The closest relative in the VRP literature to CPP is
the class of Static Pickup and Delivery Problems (PDPs) in
which all customers (transportation requests) must be
served by picking up commodities from their origins and
delivering them to their destinations. Since all demand
must be served, the concept of priority is not relevant and
hence has not been incorporated. Time windows have been
considered in many studies, but usually for vehicles rather
than for transportation requests. We refer the reader to
Berbeglia et al (2007) for a recent survey on PDPs.
Studies in military transportation for peacetime move-
ment of materials and personnel consider the Deployment
Planning Problem (DPP) rather than the CPP. DPP
involves moving multiple military units as a whole (as a
convoy) from its home base to its target location with all of
its materials and personnel. The main issues addressed
include determining a time-phased movement plan that
includes routes of movement as well as an allocation of
transportation assets to military units to carry out the
transportation. DPP differs from CPP in major ways in its
basic structure and its requirements. We refer the reader to
Akgün and Tansel (2007) and Baker et al (1999 and 2002)
for details on DPP.
As is evident from our discussion of the literature, there
are more differences between CPP and other well-known
problems in the literature than similarities. Our focus in the
paper is to model CPP without compromising its essential
features and solve it for realistic sizes. We give models that
capture all important aspects of the problem and solve the
main model for realistic problem sizes in low CPU times.
The model with an option to skip stops has significantly
more binary variables and is solved in relatively higher
CPU times. We believe that the civilian sector may benefit
from our approach in handling their delivery and distri-
bution problems by utilizing a fleet of transportation assets
that operate at fixed routes and schedules as opposed to
frequently adjusting routes in response to changing demands.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we present the core network structure on which we build
the proposed model. The constraints of the problem are
formulated using this structure in section 3. We construct
an objective function in section 4 that properly handles the
priorities. In section 5, we present variants of the basic
model that consider the operating costs of the transporta-
tion assets and the option of skipping stops. In section 6,
we present additional remarks on the proposed models.
Section 7 consists of our computational experiments. In
section 8, we give our concluding remarks.
2. Core model structure as a network
In this section, we present our modelling scheme.
2.1. Courier network
Let m be the number of couriers and n be the number of
distinct locations each visited by at least one courier.
Define G¼ (N,A) to be the directed graph with node set
N¼ {1, . . . , n} corresponding to the n locations serviced
by the couriers and arc set A consisting of directed arcs
(i, j), one for every courier whose route includes a departure
from node i directly followed by an arrival at node j.
Although A may contain parallel arcs (i, j ) due to multiple
couriers visiting vertex j after vertex i, every parallel arc is
associated with a unique courier and this allows us to parti-
tion A into subsets A1, . . . ,Am, where Ai consists of those
arcs used by courier i. Assign the capacity triplet (WCapi,
VCapi,PCapi) to each arc in subset Ai. The assigned triplet
refers to the weight, volume, passenger capacities, respec-
tively, of courier iA{1, . . . ,m}. We refer to the network
G¼ (N,A) as the courier network. We find it convenient to
let Ni be the subset of N consisting of the nodes visited by
courier i and define the (sub)network Gi¼ (Ni,Ai) to be the
courier network associated with courier i. Note that courier
networks are arc-wise disjoint but may include nodes that
are jointly used by different couriers.
2.2. Time extended courier network
The courier network gives the basic transportation
structure associated with item movement, but it is difficult
to deal with time related issues based on this structure
alone. We now define a time extended version of the
courier network to account for time related issues.
Let [0,T ] be a time window for which the planning
function is to be carried out. We assume all transportation-
related activity is taking place in continuous time and that
T is large enough to include the movement schedules of all
couriers under consideration. A discrete subset of [0,T ] is
extracted as follows. Define a time point hA[0,T ] to be an
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event time if either a departure or an arrival occurs at a
node of the courier network at time point h. Event times
can be directly obtained from courier schedules. Delete all
time points from [0,T ] except the event times and let
H¼ {h1, . . . , hr} be the resulting set with indexing done so
that hkohkþ 1, k¼ 1, . . . ,r1. The time extended courier
network G̃¼ (Ñ, Ã) is defined as follows: For each node
iAN and each event time hkAH, define a node with label ihk
only if a departure or arrival occurs at location i at time hk.
Let Ñ be the set of nodes ihk defined in this way. Note that
for each event time, there is at least one location at which
an arrival or departure occur at that event time. Conse-
quently, there is at least one node ihk for each hk . To define
the arc set Ã, let (p, q) be an arc in the courier network used
by courier i. Courier i visits locations p and q consecutively
on its route so that there is a departure time hk from
location p and an arrival time hl at location q . Thus, phk
and qhl are well defined. Connect the nodes phk and qhl
by a directed arc and denote this arc by ( phk, qhl). Let Ãi
be the set of arcs formed in this way for courier i and
let Ã1¼,i¼ 1m Ãi. Define Ã2 to be the set of arcs of the
form (iha, ihb) where iha and ihb are both in Ñ and there is
no event time hk for which ihk AÑ with haohkohb . We
define Ã¼ Ã1,Ã2. Each arc (phk, qhl) in Ã1 is associated
with a unique courier i and is assigned the same capacity
triplet as that assigned to arc (p, q) in Ai. Observe that Ã
1
has the same number of arcs as does A. The arcs in Ã2
signify inactive times elapsed between an arrival and a
departure of a courier at a given location and are assigned
unlimited capacities. We refer to the network G̃¼ (Ñ, Ã)
as the time extended courier network. Because the couriers
used in a year are decided once or twice a year, this
network structure remains essentially constant during
the year.
Example: Suppose we have three couriers and five
locations under consideration. Courier 1 departs from
location 1 at time 2, visits locations 2, 3, 4, 5, at times 3, 5,
6, 7, respectively, and returns to location 1 at time 8. We
assume in this example each visit at a location is
instantaneous; that is, the arrival and departure times at
a location are the same. Courier 2 departs from location 4
at time 1, visits locations 3 and 1 at times 3 and 5,
respectively, and returns to location 4 at time 8. Courier 3
departs from location 3 at time 1, visits locations 5 and 2 at
times 4 and 6, respectively, and returns to location 3 at time
8. Figure 1 gives the corresponding courier network
G¼ (N,A). The corresponding time extended network is
shown in Figure 2.
The sizes of both the courier and the time extended
networks are defined by the number of arcs and nodes
traversed by the couriers in service. If we assume that the
route of each courier is a simple path or a simple cycle,




arcs while the number of nodes, n, is at most |A| since each
courier route Ai has either |Ai|1 or |Ai| nodes. The size of
the time extended network G̃¼ (Ñ, Ã) is also O(|A|) since
|Ñ|p2|A| (each arc in A gives rise to at most two time
labelled nodes in Ñ associated with a pair of arrival and
departure times) and |Ã|¼ |Ã1|þ |Ã2|p|A|þ 2|A| since Ã1
has the same number of nodes as does A and Ã2 has at
most 2|A| nodes due to the fact that each location visited
by a courier may give rise to at most two time labelled
nodes corresponding to an arrival and a departure from the
same node. We conclude that both networks G and G̃ are
of size O(|A|). Clearly, |A|pmn.
The foregoing remarks on the size of the time extended
courier network imply that a significant reduction in
network size is achieved by constructing the network on
event times as opposed to taking, for example, evenly
spaced time points to approximate continuous time. The
time extended network based on event times gives an exact
description of all relevant activity within the planning
horizon without introducing an excessive number of nodes
and arcs.
3. Multi-commodity flow network and constraints
Given the network structure G̃¼ (Ñ, Ã), we are able to




























Figure 2 Time extended network G̃¼ (Ñ, Ã) for the courier
network of Figure 1.
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problem with knapsack type capacity constraints. Let
K¼ {1, . . . ,k} be the list of items for which there is a
service request for transportation. For each item kAK, a
triplet (wk, vk, pk) is given that refers to the (weight, volume,
number of accompanying personnel) associated with the
item. Let Ik and Jk be specified subsets of the node set N
from which item k can begin and end its journey,
respectively. Let ½DTki;DTki be a time window for
item k to begin its journey at an origin node iAIk and
let ½ATkj;ATkj be a time window for item k to be delivered
to a destination jAJk. If the time windows are invariant
relative to origins or destinations, we delete the location
index i and use ½DTk;DTk and ½ATk;ATk, instead. In
the event there are no time restrictions on departure
or pick-up times of an item, we set the associated
time windows to [0,T]. We create a source node sk and a
sink node tk for each item kAK and connect sk to tk
by a directed arc (sk, tk) for which the flow amount
is a binary variable xk that takes on the value 1 if item
k is rejected and 0 if not. We define an external flow
of 1 unit into source sk and an external flow of 1 unit out
of sink tk.
We connect sk to each node ih in Ñ if iAIk and
h 2 ½DTki;DTki. Each directed arc (sk, ih) is assigned
an upper capacity of 1 unit. Letting Ĩk be the set of nodes ih




uk;ih þ xk ¼ 1; 8k 2 K ð1Þ
and
uk 2 f0; 1gj
~Ikj; 8k 2 K ; x 2 f0; 1gjK j; ð2Þ
so that whenever xk¼ 0, item k is accepted and (1) forces
some uk,ih to be 1 so that item k begins its journey at some
node ih via a courier whose route includes ih.
A similar structure is created for the destinations by
defining the directed arcs (jh, tk) for every node jh for which
jAJk and h 2 ½ATkj;ATkj. Assign the flow variable vjh,k to
the arc (jh, tk) and impose the constraints
X
jh2 ~Jk
vjh;k þ xk ¼ 1; 8k 2 K ð3Þ
and
vk 2 f0; 1gj
~Jkj; 8k 2 K ð4Þ
where ~Jk is the set of nodes jh for which the arc ( jh, tk) is
defined.
For all arcs aAÃ, define a flow variable yak, which takes
on the value 1 if item k is transported along arc a via some









uk;ih if ih 2 ~Ik
vih;k if ih 2 ~Jk
0 if ih 2 ~Nnð~Ik [ ~JkÞ
8><
>:
; 8k 2 K ; ih 2 ~N ð5Þ
and the integrality constraints
y 2 f0; 1gj ~AjjK j; ð6Þ
where F(ih) and B(ih) are the forward and backward stars




wkyakpWCapa; 8a 2 ~A1; ð7Þ
X
k2K
vkyakpVCapa; 8a 2 ~A1; ð8Þ
X
k2K
pkyakpPCapa; 8a 2 ~A1; ð9Þ
where WCapa, VCapa and PCapa are the weight, volume,
and passenger capacities of the courier that operates on arc
a. The flow network Ĝ¼ (N̂, Â) is obtained from G̃¼ (Ñ, Ã)
by adding to it a source and a sink for each service request
and adding arcs that connect sources to nodes in G̃ where a
service request can begin execution and arcs that connect
possible pick-up nodes to sinks. In addition, each source/
sink pair is connected by a directed arc to account for
possible rejects. Accordingly, N̂ is the union of the sets Ñ,
{sk:kAK}, and {tk:kAK}, while Ã is the union of the
sets Ã, {(sk, rh):kAK, rhAĨk}, {( jh, tk):kAK, jhA~Jk}, and
{(sk, tk):kAK}. The structure of the flow network Ĝ is
depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 3 Structure of the flow network G̃¼ (Ñ, Ã).
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4. Priorities and the objective function
The main objective in the courier service system is to accept
and execute as many of the service requests as possible
while honouring their priorities. We assume the request
for service list K is partitioned into p priority classes
S1, . . . ,SP where poq means items in priority class Sp
have larger priority than those in class Sq. With an
oversimplified interpretation, what this means is that it is
more desirable (important) to send items in S1 first, then
items in S2, and so on, so that one does not begin
processing items in list Sk unless all items in S1,S1, . . .
,Sk1 have already been accepted. This simplistic inter-
pretation of priorities may, however, lead to a rather severe
underutilization of the system. Consider, for example, a
situation where priority classes S1,S2, . . . ,Sk can all be
feasibly accepted while adding any one of the items in Skþ 1
to the list of ‘accepts’ leads to infeasibility. Since nothing in
Skþ 1 can be accepted, items in Sk0,k
04kþ 1 need not be
considered. This of course leaves the system underutilized,
as the unassigned capacity that is left after the assignment
of capacities to items with priorities 1, . . . ,k could
have been more tightly filled had a more liberal interpreta-
tion of priorities been used that would have permitted
processing of items in Skþ 2, . . . ,SP when no item in Skþ 1
qualifies for shipment together with items in priority
lists 1, . . . , k.
To avoid system underutilization, the meaning
attached to priorities is as follows: To accept a single
unit of an item with priority value p, all items with
priority values q4p may be rejected. This perspective
effectively defines a lexicographic order of multiple
objectives, where the objectives are to maximize the
number of transportation requests accepted for each
priority value. The order of the objectives is the same
as the order of their associated priority values in
ascending order. To handle the priority-based multiple
objectives by a single objective function, we use the
scaling approach of Sherali (1982). Let np be the number
of items in list Sp and let up be an objective function
coefficient to be assigned to items in priority class p.
The lowest priority class is p and we may set up to an
arbitrary value, say, 1. We set the remaining priority
values in the order p¼ p1, . . . , 1 in such a way that the
gain obtained from the acceptance of a single item of
priority class p is more valuable than the total value
that would be lost from the rejection of all items with




for each pA{p1, . . . , 1}. Accordingly, we choose, recur-
sively, up¼ 1 and up¼
P
k¼ pþ 1
p nkukþ 1 for p¼ p1, . . . , 1




p nkuk for pA{1, . . . , p1} are certainly
possible).
The maximization of the number of accepted requests










5. Cost considerations and skipping stops
Variation 1: Cost considerations
Model P1 maximizes the priority-based sum of accepted
requests assuming that all couriers are in operation.
Sometimes it is necessary to relax this assumption and
allow some couriers to be not executed unless there is a well
justified demand for their use. This may be the case, for
example, with cargo planes that operate on a fixed schedule
only if there is a demand for service. Knowing whether or
not to operate a courier under a given set of circumstances
is a non-trivial matter and it is better to let the model
decide if a courier should be executed or not. In the cost-
based model, we assign more value to the delivery of items
than cost savings resulting from cancellation of couriers.
This is accomplished by assigning a judicious choice of
objective function coefficients where the delivery of the
request with the least priority is more preferable than a cost
saving resulting from a cancellation of courier(s). With
that, the model achieves an optimal delivery of requests
with the least costly activation of couriers. If disconnected-
ness in the network occurs due to courier cancellations,
it occurs in such a way that the optimal delivery pat-
tern proposed by the model is not disturbed. Since the
transportation request data is given and is not subject to
change, cancelling a courier does not cause any complica-
tions unforeseen by the model.
To this end, let ci be the cost of executing courier i.
Define F to be the set of couriers for which we have an
option of not executing. For each iAF, let zi be a binary
variable that is equal to 1 if courier i is executed and 0 if
not. Assuming that honouring the priorities and delivering
the items is more important than cost reduction, we set
the lowest priority level in such a way that up>cF
P
iAF
ci. The remaining priority coefficients are set again to
satisfy the inequalities up>
P
k¼ pþ 1
p nkuk for pA{1, . . . ,




p nkukþ 1 for p¼ p1, . . . , 1.
Model P2 below maximizes the total delivery, honouring











subject to ð1Þ2ð9Þ; ð70Þ2ð90Þ; and ð12Þ;
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where (7), (8), (9) are the same as before except that the set
Ã1 is replaced now by Ã1\ F and (70), (80), (90), and (12) are
as follows: X
k2K
wkyakpVCapazi; 8a 2 Ai; i 2 F ð70Þ
X
k2K
vkyakpVCapazi; 8a 2 Ai; i 2 F ; ð80Þ
X
k2K
pkyakpPCapazi;8a 2 Ai; i 2 F : ð90Þ
z 2 f0; 1gjF j ð12Þ
Variation 2: Skipping stops
Even though there is not much motivation for skipping
stops in surface transportation, the same is not true in
general for air and sometimes for sea transportation. A
cargo plane that visits intermediate stops en route need not
do so unless there is a need to deliver or pick-up a load at
such a stop. The network model we have under considera-
tion can easily be modified to permit couriers to skip stops
whenever the economies of the situation make this a
preferred alternative. If a courier i has the option of
skipping stops, we simply add new arcs of the form (kh, lh0)
to Ãi whenever k and l are two locations visited non-
consecutively by courier i with departure from k and
arrival at l taking place at times h and h0 4 h, respectively.
Consider, for example, courier 2 of Figure 1 whose route
visits nodes 4, 3, 1, and 4 with arrival and departure times
taking place at times 1, 3, 5, and 8, respectively. The
resulting time extended route in Figure 2 is 41-33-15-
48. If skipping stops is permitted for this courier, the time
extended route of this courier is supplemented with new
arcs (41, 15), (41, 48), and (33, 48).
Let Ãi, exp
1 be the expanded arc set obtained from Ãi by
adding to it new arcs, as described above, that permit
courier i to skip stops. Define Ã1exp¼,i¼ 1m Ãi,exp. Each
new arc carries the same capacity triplet as that defined for
the courier it is associated with. New flow variables yak are
introduced for each new arc a and item kAK.
The variant of P1 that permits skipping stops is
essentially the same as P1 except that the set Ã1 in
constraints (7), (8), and (9) is replaced now by Ãexp. We
also modify (6) and write y 2 f0; 1gj ~A
1
exp[ ~A2jjK j.
To obtain the variant of P2 that has the option of
skipping, the cost portion of the objective function needs to
be modified. In P2, ci stands for the cost of executing
courier i. This cost may be taken to be the sum of arc costs
associated with courier i. When a courier i is executed but
does not traverse all of its arcs, we expect the courier cost
to be reduced accordingly. To accommodate for this
situation, let ca be the cost of arc aAAi,exp. Each arc cost ca
is defined relative to a unique courier and reflects
accordingly the fuel and operation costs of that courier.
Define the binary arc variables ta which takes on the value
1 if arc a is used by its uniquely defined courier and 0
otherwise.
For each courier i, let o(i ) and d(i ) be the start and
termination nodes (in Ñ) for courier i. That is, o(i )¼ vh if
courier i begins its journey at a location v at time h and
d (i )¼ v0h0 if this journey ends at a location v0 at time h0. It
is possible that v¼ v0 but h0 4 h so that o(i ) and d(i ) are
distinct. For each courier ieF, we define an external flow of
1 unit into node o(i ) and an external flow of 1 unit out of
node d (i ). For each iAF, the inflow and outflow at o(i ) and
d (i ) are zi (determined by the model). Define also Fi (vh) to
be F (vh)-Ai,exp and Bi(vh) to be B(vh)-Ai,exp. These are
the restrictions of the forward and backward stars of node







1 if vh ¼ oðiÞ and i=2F
zi if vh ¼ oðiÞ and i 2 F
1 if vh ¼ dðiÞ and i=2F




; 8vh 2 ~N and i 2 f1; :::;mg
ð13Þ
and
t 2 f0; 1gj ~Aexpj: ð14Þ
In addition, we replace the capacity constraints (70), (80),
(90) by (700), (800), (900) below.
X
k2K
wkyakpVCapazi; 8a 2 Ai; i 2 F ; ð70 0Þ
X
k2K
vkyakpVCapazi; 8a 2 Ai; i 2 F ; ð80 0Þ
X
k2K
pkyakpPCapazi; 8a 2 Ai; i 2 F : ð90 0Þ
















subject to (1)–(6), (700)–(900), (12)–(14).
we note that up ¼
X
a2 ~Aexp




nkuk þ 1 for p ¼ p 1; . . . ; 1:
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6. Additional remarks
The basic model P1 and its variants include the minimum
cost multi-commodity network flow problem (Bazaraa
et al, 1990) as a special case where wk¼ vk¼ pk¼ 1,8k and
WCapa¼VCapa¼PCapa,8a. In addition, the capacity
constraints are knapsack constraints implying that the
problems P1, P2, and P3 include the knapsack problem
as a special case. It is well known that the recognition
forms of the multi-commodity flow and knapsack
problems are NP-Complete (Garey and Johnson
1979). Thus, the problems studied in this paper are NP-
Complete.
If the time windows for an item for initial departure
and final delivery are such that no combination of couriers
can feasibly carry the item to one of its designated
destinations, the model rejects the item (ie xk¼ 1)
regardless of the item’s priority. Such infeasibilities can
be deleted prior to running the model by checking to see if
there exists at least one directed path in G̃ from origins Ĩk to
destinations ~Jk. Any path checking algorithm (Cormen
et al, 2000) can be used to achieve this with a time bound
of O(|Ĩk||Ã|). If pre-processing is not done, the model
detects such cases as rejects. Note, however, that the set of
rejects may also include many items that can be feasibly
delivered while priority (and cost) considerations may
prohibit their acceptance.
For accepted items k, the flow variables u, y, v and
constraints related to item k ensure that there is a path
from some node in Ĩk to some node in ~Jk consisting of arcs
for which the flow variables of item k are all 1. If this
path lies on a single courier route, then the item is delivered
by a single courier. If not, the item is transferred from
one courier to the next one along the way as detected
by courier switches at nodes where the incoming arc flow
and outgoing arc flow are associated with different
couriers.
For each courier i, the load content can easily be
detected by studying the flow variables yak that assume the
value 1 for arcs a that belong to Ãi. In fact, the pick-up and
delivery points of each item k carried by courier i are also
detected by flows in arcs of Ãi so that a three dimensional
container loading problem can be solved for courier i,
based on its deliveries, that arranges items to be delivered
by taking into account their pick-up and delivery points.
This model’s output in this sense provides a basis
for optimization of more operational problems such as
how to arrange the loads of the transportation asset along
the way.
As final remarks, we would like state that the graph Ĝ
can be reduced for instances with sparse demand and we
have discovered a set of valid inequalities that are useful for
pruning the branch and cut tree. We choose to skip these
results for the sake of brevity and refer the interested
reader to the online appendix available at http://eresearch
.ozyegin.edu.tr/xmlui/handle/10679/127.
7. Computational experiments
In this section, we present our computational experiments
for the cases of single and multiple couriers, using P1,
P2, and P3.
7.1. The case with a single courier
We first present a computational experiment based on a
single courier and five priority classes with different
instances defined by different sets of transportation of
requests. We use 25 generated instances to compare the
performance of our model P1 (and P2) with that of the
existing practice. As explained in the introduction section,
the existing practice is a heuristic that consists of sorting
the requests by ascending order of priorities, with ties
broken in favour of larger weights, and accepting as many
requests as possible in this order until no additional item
can be accepted without exceeding the remaining capacity.
Model P2’s solution is the same as that of model P1 for the
case of a single courier. The courier under consideration
has one origin, one destination, and four intermediate
stops. The corresponding courier graph is a simple path
with six nodes and five arcs. To generate the request data,
we use different values of a control parameter which we
refer to as the request density. The request density
represents the ratio of the total weight of all requests to
the total carrying capacity of all couriers under considera-
tion. Using real world data as a basis, we randomly
generate 25 instances where each set of five instances
corresponds to a request density of 80, 90, 100, 110, and
120%, respectively. Note that a request density of 100%
generates approximately 100 transportation requests. Each
request has the same time window defined by the entire
planning horizon. Each generated transportation request
has a single source and a single sink each on the route of
the courier. The results are given in Table 1. The column
labels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the table refer to the five priority
classes under consideration and the entries in these
columns refer to the number of accepted requests in the
corresponding priority classes. The two columns labelled
‘Total’ give the total number of accepted requests for the
two methods. The last column indicates the percent
improvement achieved by the model in comparison to the
existing method. The computational experiments of the 25
instances are conducted on a workstation with a 3.0 Ghz
CPU and 1 GB RAM, using C++ and CPLEX 10.1. The
runtime for each of the 25 runs is no more than 0.01 CPU
second.
A detailed study of Table 1 reveals that the number of
accepted requests in priority classes 1 and 2 are the same
for both the existing method and the model solution in all
of the 25 instances. For priority class 3, however, the model
solution accepts a larger number of requests in 18 of the
instance instances than the existing method. The difference
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between the model and the existing method in the number
of accepted items in priority class 3 ranges between 1 and 5
in these 18 instances. The model accepts a larger number of
requests of priority class 4 in 21 of the instances and the
difference between the two methods ranges between 1 and 8
in favour of the model in those instances. For priory
class 5, the model accepts a larger number of requests in 19
of the instances and the difference ranges between 1 and 11
in those instances in favour of the model. For priority
classes 1, 2, and 3, there are no instances for which the
existing method accepts more requests than the model.
For priory class 4, there is one instance (instance 18) in
which the existing method accepts more requests than
the model. The difference is 1 in favour of the existing
method. For priority class 5, there are five instances in
which the existing method accepts more requests than the
model. The difference is again 1 in each of these five
instances.
The columns for the total number of accepted requests
indicate that the model accepts more requests in all 25
instances than the existing method. The difference between
the two methods ranges between 2 and 16 in favour of
the model. For priory classes 1, 2, and 3, the accepted
number of requests by the model is never less than the
accepted number of requests by the existing method while,
for priority classes 4 and 5 collectively, the model accepts 1
less number of requests than the existing method in a
total of six instances and 1–14 more requests than the
existing method in 19 of the instances. The overall
improvement in the total number of requests accepted is
given in the last column. The average improvement is
14.80%, with maximum improvement being 34.04%. The
improvement is more pronounced in cases with a higher
request density.
In addition we compare the outputs of the two methods
based on problem instance 21. This is the instance that
gives the most deviation between the performances of the
two methods. Figure 4 depicts the number of requests
being transported on each arc on the basis of the solutions
of the existing method and of the model. The model
solution carries more items in each arc than the solution of
the existing method and the difference is in the range of 5–9
items. This instance has 120 transportation requests
corresponding to 120% request density. A detailed analysis
Table 1 Performance comparison of the existing method and the model output
Instance Request density (%) Existing Practice Total Model P1 Total Imprv. (%)
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 80 9 6 12 3 5 35 9 6 13 7 4 39 11.43
2 80 5 6 15 15 8 49 5 6 15 15 10 51 4.08
3 80 10 6 12 9 6 43 10 6 13 13 5 47 9.30
4 80 4 8 23 10 2 47 4 8 23 13 5 53 12.77
5 80 3 10 16 13 9 51 3 10 16 14 11 54 5.88
6 90 5 19 14 6 2 46 5 19 16 10 5 55 19.57
7 90 11 11 12 5 9 48 11 11 13 8 8 51 6.25
8 90 3 6 17 14 4 44 3 6 17 20 6 52 18.18
9 90 6 12 18 9 6 51 6 12 20 11 6 55 7.84
10 90 5 9 21 11 4 50 5 9 21 15 5 55 10.00
11 100 9 16 18 3 4 50 9 16 23 5 5 58 16.00
12 100 8 13 14 6 3 44 8 13 17 10 4 52 18.18
13 100 7 15 16 6 5 49 7 15 19 6 8 55 12.24
14 100 5 13 17 10 9 54 5 13 19 18 14 69 27.78
15 100 4 17 18 7 8 54 4 17 20 13 9 63 16.67
16 110 6 19 12 9 3 49 6 19 13 13 7 58 18.37
17 110 9 10 19 13 11 62 9 10 20 17 12 68 9.68
18 110 7 12 16 11 3 49 7 12 20 10 6 55 12.24
19 110 6 11 16 9 3 45 6 11 21 16 2 56 24.44
20 110 8 15 18 10 4 55 8 15 18 13 15 69 25.45
21 120 7 13 11 9 7 47 7 13 19 14 10 63 34.04
22 120 11 13 9 14 9 56 11 13 14 14 11 63 12.50
23 120 6 22 9 10 7 54 6 22 14 12 7 61 12.96
24 120 9 14 21 11 15 70 9 14 24 14 14 75 7.14
25 120 8 17 8 7 7 47 8 17 12 11 7 55 17.02





18 21 23 20
23 28 28 29
Figure 4 Comparison of solutions of the two methods for
problem instance 21.
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of the allocation of the 120 transportation requests reveals
that the model favours transportation requests that require
fewer numbers of arcs, thus allowing more space for
remaining requests. We may conclude that the proposed
model gives solutions that better utilizes a courier’s
capacity than the existing method.
7.2. The case with multiple couriers
We now present our computational tests for models P2 and
P3 for multiple couriers. The tests are conducted on a
workstation with a 3.0 Ghz CPU and 1 GB RAM, using
C++ and CPLEX 10.1.1. The models are run to
optimality with default settings of CPLEX except that
the relative optimality gap is set to absolute 0 instead of the
relative optimality gap limit of 104 in the default setting.
This is done to avoid suboptimal results, regardless of how
small the deviation from optimality might be, and thus to
test the performance of the proposed models under
strenuous conditions. We leave out model P1 from our
computational tests for the sake of brevity. The tests are
performed for multiple couriers with the number of
transportation requests ranging from 700 to 1100. To
construct a simulated real world setting, we use the 25 most
populated cities of Turkey, based on the census of 2000.
We assume all transportation is done via cargo planes. The
names and coordinates of the 25 cities are listed in Table 2.
We divide the cities into four different geographical
zones, each to be served by a separate courier referred to as
a regional courier. The four regional couriers have cyclic
routes and operate on the first, second, third, and fourth
day of each week, respectively. To connect these geogra-
phical areas, we add a fifth courier, which we refer to as the
cross-regional courier. The cross-regional courier visits the
starting and ending locations of the regional couriers as
well as the four remaining most populated cities. A map
detailing the routes of the couriers is given in Figure 5 and
the list of stops on the route of each courier is given
in Table 3. The distances between the locations are
computed by scaling the result of Euclidian distance
formula with the given coordinates by a factor of
92.85km. A vehicle speed of 300km/h and a transient
time of 45min at each stop are assumed. The couriers start
their routes at 8:00 in the morning. The schedules for the
rest of the stops may be computed on the basis of the data
given above.
The time extended courier network for this instance can
be visualized in the form of a rectangular arrangement of
nodes ihk with rows corresponding to the city indices i
(i¼ 1, . . . , 25) and columns corresponding to event times
hk (k¼ 1, . . . , 66) such that nodes ihk are defined for those
(i,hk) combinations for which there is an arrival or
departure at time hk at city i. A courier departing from a
city p at time hr and arriving at city q at time hs defines an
arc between rows p and q with tail at node phr and head at
node qhs. Horizontal arcs in the same row are defined for
node pairs ihk, ihl to represent idle times at nodes between
events taking place at those nodes. The flow network is
obtained by appending as many sources and sinks to the
time extended courier network as there are transportation
requests and connecting each source to the corresponding
sink as well as to those nodes of the time extended courier
network at which the item may begin its journey. The sink
nodes are connected similarly to account for possible
ending locations of the item’s journey. Since these networks
are too large to be displayed on a single page, we skip their
representation.
We use a planning horizon of 2 weeks that involves
executing each regional courier twice in the planning
horizon (once for each week) and executing the cross-
regional courier once (in the first week) of the planning
horizon. This setting represents the maximum planning
horizon and the maximum number of couriers executed in
the current practice, results in a total of nine couriers and
58 legs, and will be used for the rest of our experimenta-
tion. As in the previous experiment, we randomly generate
25 instances, numbered from 26 to 50, to create the five
cases of 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120% request density, with a
single source location and a single destination location for
each transportation request. The time windows for the
requests start at a random moment in the first week and
end at a random moment in the second week. Next, we
Table 2 Most populated 25 cities in Turkey (census of 2000)
City no Name of city Latitude Longitude
1 Istanbul 41.03 28.98
2 Ankara 39.92 32.85
3 Izmir 38.41 27.15
4 Bursa 40.18 29.06
5 Mersin 36.80 34.63
6 Adana 36.99 35.32
7 Gaziantep 37.08 37.40
8 Konya 37.87 32.49
9 Antalya 36.88 30.70
10 Diyarbakır 37.92 40.23
11 Kayseri 38.73 35.48
12 Eskişehir 39.78 30.52
13 Tarsus 36.92 34.90
14 Şanlıurfa 37.16 38.80
15 Malatya 38.35 38.31
16 Samsun 41.29 36.33
17 Erzurum 39.91 41.27
18 Kahramanmaraş 37.57 36.93
19 Adapazarı 40.78 30.40
20 Van 38.50 43.40
21 Denizli 37.78 29.08
22 Elazığ 38.68 39.21
23 Gebze 40.80 29.44
24 Sivas 39.75 37.02
25 Batman 37.88 41.12
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generate 25 similar instances, numbered from 51 to 75,
with all requests having the same time window from the
beginning of the planning period to the end. Notice that in
this last setting, every request has at least one feasible path
from its source to its destination. The results of these
experiments are given in Table 4.
The average CPU time for model P2 is 0.076 sec for
instances 26–50, and 36.5 sec for instances 51–75. The
largest two CPU times are approximately 5 and 2min
(instances 75 and 72). All other instances have CPU times
of less than 2min. No branching was necessary in 24
instances of the first set and in one instance of the second
set. The number of branch and cut nodes in the remaining
25 instances ranges from 1 to 4075 and is less than 1000 in
all but three of these instances. The initial optimality gap is
usually less than 1%, and is 0.29% on the average. The
problems get harder to solve with increasing demand
density. We conclude from these tests that Model P2 is
effectively solved in low CPU time despite the fact that the
number of zero/one variables is quite large (between 4000
and 5000 for different request density values).
We use the same data set to test the performance of
model P3. The insertion of additional arcs to allow
skipping of stops makes model P3 much denser in the
number of arcs than model P2. The number of arcs in the
time extended courier graph of model P2 is approximately
squared in model P3. This causes model P3 to have in the
order of 100 000 to 150 000 more binary variables than
model P2. The results of these experiments are given in
Table 5. The CPU times for the instances 26–50 increase
about 100–200 times and range now from 6 sec to about
18 sec. This is still a very low CPU time for problems of this
size with more than 100 000 binary variables. No branching
is necessary for 23 of the 25 instances in this set while there
are four and 24 branch and cut nodes in the remaining two
instances. The instances 51–75, however, are considerably
harder to solve now than in the case of model P2. The
average number of branch-and-cut nodes is about five
Figure 5 Routes of the couriers. Routes of couriers 1–4 are regional couriers that cover different geographical regions separated by
the white lines. Route of courier 5, the cross-regional courier, is represented by dotted and curved lines.
Table 3 Stops of the couriers. Couriers 1–4 are executed every week. Courier 5 is executed biweekly
Stops Courier 1 Courier 2 Courier 3 Courier 4 Courier 5
1 Bursa Mersin Kahramanmaraş Diyarbakır Bursa
2 Istanbul Tarsus Kayseri Şanlıurfa Izmir
3 Gebze Adana Samsun Elazığ Mersin
4 Adapazarı Ankara Sivas Erzurum Adana
5 Eskişehir Konya Malatya Van Kahramanmaraş
6 Denizli Antalya Gaziantep Batman Diyarbakır
7 Izmir Mersin Kahramanmaraş Diyarbakır Ankara
8 Bursa — — — Istanbul
9 — — — — Bursa
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26 720 0 0.00 0.06 51 720 182 0.03 5.63
27 720 0 0.00 0.05 52 720 210 0.03 8.65
28 720 0 0.00 0.05 53 720 87 0.04 3.84
29 720 0 0.00 0.07 54 720 112 0.03 4.51
30 720 0 0.00 0.06 55 720 364 0.03 18.89
31 810 0 0.00 0.07 56 810 225 0.03 8.15
32 810 0 0.00 0.06 57 810 382 1.50 10.28
33 810 0 0.01 0.08 58 810 284 1.42 11.60
34 810 0 0.00 0.07 59 810 145 1.45 6.54
35 810 0 0.00 0.08 60 810 163 0.02 6.78
36 900 0 0.00 0.09 61 900 270 0.81 16.47
37 900 0 0.00 0.07 62 900 0 0.01 1.22
38 900 0 0.00 0.08 63 900 785 0.03 63.70
39 900 0 0.00 0.08 64 900 823 1.29 55.29
40 900 0 0.00 0.08 65 900 507 0.02 24.77
41 990 0 0.00 0.09 66 990 1117 1.11 71.33
42 990 0 0.00 0.07 67 990 146 0.66 5.91
43 990 0 0.00 0.09 68 990 930 1.00 63.20
44 990 0 0.00 0.08 69 990 190 0.36 9.94
45 990 0 0.00 0.08 70 990 277 0.36 16.30
46 1080 0 0.00 0.09 71 1080 366 1.01 17.54
47 1080 0 0.00 0.10 72 1080 1616 1.23 130.74
48 1080 0 0.00 0.09 73 1080 500 1.44 30.76
49 1080 0 0.00 0.09 74 1080 342 0.45 18.74
50 1080 1 0.01 0.09 75 1080 4075 0.06 302.03























26 720 0 0.00 6.83 51 720 691 0.03 36.29
27 720 0 0.00 6.41 52 720 2250 0.03 78.70
28 720 0 0.00 6.44 53 720 748 0.03 35.95
29 720 0 0.00 7.03 54 720 313 0.03 33.55
30 720 0 0.00 6.77 55 720 1180 0.03 79.12
31 810 0 0.00 9.55 56 810 2064 0.03 112.55
32 810 0 0.00 9.04 57 810 2379 1.53 128.08
33 810 0 0.00 8.84 58 810 3877 1.44 723.79
34 810 0 0.00 9.91 59 810 290 1.48 37.91
35 810 4 0.00 8.91 60 810 2178 0.02 178.97
36 900 0 0.00 11.30 61 900 340 0.82 42.80
37 900 0 0.00 9.67 62 900 192 0.01 29.58
38 900 0 0.00 9.71 63 900 3668 0.02 787.82
39 900 0 0.00 10.49 64 900 5669 1.30 723.05
40 900 0 0.00 11.19 65 900 5309 0.02 702.78
41 990 0 0.00 13.82 66 990 632 1.12 44.36
42 990 0 0.00 11.76 67 990 373 0.67 50.88
43 990 0 0.00 10.47 68 990 12 546 1.01 2660.46
44 990 0 0.00 12.01 69 990 309 0.36 56.58
45 990 0 0.00 10.60 70 990 1541 0.36 69.49
46 1080 0 0.00 12.91 71 1080 4763 1.05 136.87
47 1080 0 0.00 14.09 72 1080 11 617 1.24 3732.24
48 1080 0 0.00 11.92 73 1080 3133 1.45 482.64
49 1080 0 0.00 13.68 74 1080 963 0.46 76.02
50 1080 24 0.00 18.11 75 1080 22 819 0.06 19732.35
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times that of model P2. The average CPU time is 1230.9 sec
(20.5min) and the maximum CPU time is about 6 h
(instance 75). Even though the average CPU time is about
20.5min, there are only three instances (68, 72, and 75) that
require a CPU time of more than 15min. In all of these
three instances, the optimality gap is less than or equal to
0.01% after 15min. Noting that instances 51–75 are
constructed to represent the worst case in terms of planning
complexity, we can conclude that our models can be used
in real world settings.
7.3. Summary of the computational experiments
Our computational experiments described in detail in
the two previous subsections have shown that large scale
instances (2-week planning period, 25 locations, nine
couriers, 58 legs, 700–1100 transportation requests) of the
original problem can be solved within 5min of computing
time on a desktop computer, using a general purpose
commercial solver. The initial optimality gaps for models
P1 and P2 are usually less than 1%, whereas it can increase
up to 1.5% for P3. The instances involving random time
intervals (instances 26–50) for transportation requests
seldom require any branching, and are solved within a
few seconds. Even for instances where all requests have the
whole planning period as their time window (instances
51–75), the computation time requirement is no more than
1 CPU hour, except for one pathological instance that
required 6 h.
8. Conclusion
We have posed and solved a real world delivery problem
that requires a priority-based allocation of many-to-many
transportation requests to a fleet of transportation assets
that operate on fixed routes and at fixed time tables. The
problem is new to the literature. We have proposed multi-
commodity flow models based on a time extended network
that we construct from the routes and schedules of the
transportation assets under consideration. The main model
is solved in low CPU time for problem sizes encountered in
the real world while the model with an option to skip
stops is solved in relatively higher CPU time due to the
substantially increased number of binary variables. Our
main contributions are to develop an effective formulation
scheme for a complicated large-scale real world problem
and to demonstrate that such problems are solvable via
commercial general purpose solvers through meticulous
modelling.
The option of skipping stops is more meaningful when
the request density for deliveries is relatively low than when
it is relatively high. It is advisable to use the main models
P1 or P2 in case of high demand since courier stops are
rarely skipped when the request density is high.
The priority-based construction of the objective function
coefficients leads in general to a wide range of values for
these coefficients while the percent differences in objective
values are relatively small. This indicates that the number
of accepted items is relatively stable with respect to possible
shifts in delivery routes of items.
One possible venue for future research may be the
variant of the CPP for which courier routes and schedules
should be designed based on the transportation requests.
This variant may be of further interest to the practitioners
in the commercial sector, as it focuses more on the cost.
However, modelling it with the methods described in this
study will require the discretization of the time element,
and will result in a much higher number of nodes, arcs,
and consequently number of variables and constraints.
Solution methods based on path-based models utilizing
column generation techniques seems more promising for
this variant.
Acknowledgements—Thanks are due to the referees for their valuable
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